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Abstract

Aiming at better SMT systems, two approaches for im-

proving word alignment between Vietnamese and English are

proposed and evaluated. One is to delete English words that

never appear in Vietnamese; the other is to retokenize Viet-

namese tokens so that each token of Vietnamese matches an

English word. Although the baseline systems could not be

improved by these methods at this moment, the results of the

analysis show that these approaches are promising.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, a large number of bilingual corpora between pop-

ular languages such as English, Chinese, Arabic, and Euro-

pean languages (as listed in the “permissible training data” in

this evaluation campaign) are available. In contrast, few cor-

pora for many Asian languages are available. Although Viet-

namese was one of the low resource languages, the TED task

provided a fair amount of bilingual corpora between English

and Vietnamese. Accordingly, Vietnamese has becomes a

new target of statistical machine translation.

Since tokenization and grammatical constituents of Viet-

namese are different from those of English, each token or

word does not always correspond to an English word. This

nature of Vietnamese leads a poor word alignment model be-

tween Vietnamese and English that will be a base of phrase

alignment. To overcome this problem, two methods are pro-

posed: (a) deleting English words that never appear in Viet-

namese and inserting them afterward and (b) retokenize Viet-

namese so that each token corresponds to an English word.

To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first application of

these methods to Vietnamese translation. Although the base-

line system could not be improved by these methods at this

moment, we believe these methods will be helpful with fur-

ther improvement.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section

2 reviews the Vietnamese language. Section 3 explains the

method used for retokenization and Section 4 explains our

system configuration. Section 5 presents the results of an

experimental evaluation of the proposed system, and Section

6 discusses the results. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Vietnamese language

Key features of the Vietnamese language are summarized as

follows. Some Vietnamese sentences and their English trans-

lations are shown in Figure 1. The following features of the

Vietnamese language can be seen in this example:

1. Vietnamese is tokenized into units that correspond ap-

proximately to syllables.

2. Vietnamese does not have words equivalent to English

articles.

For example, in Figure 1, “kêt́ quá” corresponds to “re-

sult”. Also, there is no Vietnamese word corresponding to

the English article “the.”

The English side of the training data of the experi-

ment has 2,492,239 words and the number of the articles is

213,710. Therefore, approximately 9% of the English words

do not correspond to Vietnamese words. Since the Viet-

namese side of the training data has 3,030,127 words, the

Vietnamese sentence is approximately 1.3 times longer than

that of English ignoring English articles that do not corre-

spond to Vietnamese words.

To improve word alignment models, it is preferable to re-

tokenize Vietnamese words into a unit that corresponds to an

English word. Also, an English article must be deleted from

the viewpoint of word alignment models, if possible. Con-

sidering the former point, we apply two tokenization meth-

ods (explained in Section 3). Considering the latter point, we

apply two-step translation (explained in Section 4).

3. Tokenizer

Hereafter, the term “tokenization” is simply used for “retok-

enization” of Vietnamese words where some original tokens

are consolidated.

Two tokenization systems are used. One is an existing

tokenization tool for Vietnamese, namely, vnTokenizer[1]. It

utilizes a word dictionary. Therefore, we refer this as a su-

pervised method. The other is an unsupervised tokenizer pro-

posed by Tagyoung et al. [2] and does not utilize any word

dictionaries.



because they 're the ones that are experts in flavor , too .

b i vìở  họ là nh ng ng iữ ườ  mà cũng là các chuyên gia về mùi vị . Vietnamese 

English

what was the result ?

k t quế ả nh  th  nàoư ế  ? Vietnamese 

English

Figure 1: Phrase alignment of Vietnamese and English

3.1. Unsupervised bilingual tokenizer

This tokenization method based on a word-level alignment

model trained by using a parallel corpus was originally pro-

posed by Tagyoung et al. for languages that are not tokenized

by spaces (such as Chinese and Korean). It is used here for

consolidating original Vietnamese tokens.

3.1.1. Bilingual model

The bilingual model is denoted by the following equation.

The input data are a tokenized English string en and an unto-

kenized Vietnamese string sm, where “untokenized” means

the original tokens are left.

P (f, a = k|e) =
α(i)P (fi|ek)P (a = k)β(j)

P (c|e)

where f = {sisi+1...sj} is a new token formed by concate-

nating from the i-th to the j-th Vietnamese tokens, and a is

a variable indicating the position of the English word that

generates f . α and β are given by the following equations:

α(i) =
L
∑

l=1

α(i− l)
∑

a

P (a)P (sii−l|ea)

β(j) =
L
∑

l=1

∑

a

P (a)P (sj+l
j |ea)β(j + l)

where L is the maximum syllable length for a word.

This model is trained by using an EM algorithm. First, it

calculates the expected counts of individual word pairs:

ec(sji , ek) =
α(i)P (a)P (sji |ek)β(j)

α(m)

Second, an M step simply normalizes the counts:

P (f |e) =
ec(f, e)

∑

f ec(f, e)

Given two sentences, e and f, the optimal segmentation

of a new source-language sentence can be obtained by using

the Viterbi algorithm.

segments = argmins

n
∑

i

(

−log
∑

a

P (si|ea) + θ

)

where s = {s1s2...sn} is a segment set of source sentences

f, and a is the alignment of the source segments to the tar-

get words. This model can be applied only when a target

sentence is available.

3.2. Monolingual model

The monolingual model is denoted by the following equa-

tion.

P (f) =
∑

e

P (f |e)P (e)

where P (f |e) is the probability of the bilingual model ex-

plained Section 3.1.1. P (e) is a monolingual model calcu-

lated by the following equation.

P (ei) =
count(ei)

∑K

k count(ek)

where count() is the number of occurrences on the English

side of the training corpus, and K is the size of the vocabu-

lary.



4. System configuration

The configuration of the proposed system is shown in Fig-

ure 2. Each SMT system, namely, (a) baseline system,(b)

two-step translation system, and (c) retokenized system, pre-

form the translation for the test set. Multi-Engine Machine

Translation (MEMT) then performs the system combination.

It receives the results of the combined systems as inputs.

4.1. Baseline system

A phrase-based SMT system and a hierarchical phrase-based

SMT system were adopted as baseline systems. These sys-

tems are trained by Moses scripts from parallel corpus that is

tokenized. The phrase table is trained by the grow-diag-final

method and the reordering model is msd-bidirectional-fe.

4.2. Two-step translation system for inserting articles

Two-step translation was performed to deal with English arti-

cles properly. The first step is a translation from Vietnamese

to English that erases the article. The second step is a trans-

lation from English without articles to original English.

First, this two-step approach makes a corpus in which ar-

ticles of the English side of the parallel corpus are removed

and to makes a trilingual parallel corpus: both languages of

the original parallel corpus and the newly made English cor-

pus without articles. The two systems are trained by using

the trilingual corpus. The first system is a phrase-based SMT

system or hierarchical phrase-based SMT system trained by

Vietnamese and English without articles. This system re-

ceives Vietnamese as an input and outputs English without

articles. The second system is a phrase-based system trained

by English without articles and original English. It receives

the first system’s output as an input and complements the re-

moved articles.

4.3. Retokenized system

The training set is tokenized by using vnTokenizer and unsu-

pervised Tokenizer. A phrase-based SMT system is trained

by using these tokenized corpora.

The phrase-based systems are trained by a corpus tok-

enized by vnTokenizer and unsupervised Tokenizer. The sys-

tems may have more unknown words than the baseline sys-

tem because retokenization may not be consistent and pro-

duce unknown combined tokens. To solve this problem, the

tokens in the phrase table are divided, and the original nota-

tion is recovered after the phrase table is built. This system

does not perform two-step translation in the experiment.

4.4. System combination

To improve of the translation quality, the outputs of each sys-

tem are combined by using MEMT[3] (developed by Ken-

neth Heafield et al).

5. Experiment

The effectiveness of our proposed methods was experimen-

tally evaluated by using a Vietnamese-to-English translation

task in IWSLT2015.

5.1. Submitted results

Our submitted results used all of the development sets and

test sets provided by IWSLT2015 as a development set. Con-

trastive1 is the result given by the hierarchical phrase-based

baseline system. Contrastive2 is the result given by the

phrase-base baseline system. Contrastive3 is the result given

by the hierarchical two-step translation system. Contrastive4

is the result given by the phrase-based two-step translation

system. Contrastive5 is the result given by the phrase-based

retokenized system. The primary is the results obtained by

MEMT combining all results listed above. However, the sys-

tems had some bugs. The following shows the results where

the bugs were fixed.

5.2. Conditions

Only in-domain training and development data of TED talks

provided for the IWSLT2015 evaluation campaign were used

in the experiments.

Both languages in the training set were tokenized, and the

first letter of sentences was recased. The case of the original

form is determined by the majority in the training data. The

training data was cleaned so that the length of a sentence is

80 words at most.

A language model was created by using test set

IWSLT2015 to select the development set based on the per-

plexity, and test set IWSLT2010 was adopted as the develop-

ment set.

Moses[4] was used for translation tools, and GIZA++[5]

for word alignment tools. The language model was trained

by using kenLM[6], and MEMT was used for combining the

systems.

5.3. Results

The results obtained by the proposed system are listed in

Table 1. In this table, the baseline denotes the systems ex-

plained in Section 4.1, and “two-step translation” is the sys-

tem explained in Section 4.2. The method “vnTokenizer”

utilized the corpus tokenized by vnTokenizer. The method

“unspTokenizer(bi)” utilized the corpus tokenized by the

bilingual model described in Section 3.1.1, and the method

“unspTokenizer(mono)” utilized the corpus tokenized by the

monolingual model described in Section 3.1.2. And “system

comb” is the SMT system that combines all systems listed

above.

The two-step translation for articles and retokenization of

Vietnamese could not improve the performance of the base-

line systems. Also, the result of the system combination fell

below the baselines.
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Figure 2: Outline of proposed system

method model BLEU %

baseline phrase base 24.41

hierarchical 25.00

two-step translation phrase base 19.06

hierarchical 19.22

retokenized vnTokenizer+phrase base 20.38

unspTokenizer(bi)+phrase base 19.11

unspTokenizer(mono)+phrase base 19.97

system comb 20.78

Table 1: Experiment results

6. Discussion

As for the two-step translation, the performance improve-

ment of the first step is worse than we expected. The BLEU

score of the first step in the development set is 23.47 and that

of the baseline system ignoring English articles is 23.34. We

have no idea on the very small improvement at this moment.

Clearly, this problem must be further investigated.

As for retokenization, vnTokenize may cause mismatch

between the training data and the TED task, and its tokeniza-

tion performance may not be good enough. The unsuper-

vised tokenizer does not cause task mismatch between train-

ing data and test data. However, the model does not guar-

antee each tokenized unit corresponds to an English word,

although the model considers bilingual natures. This is a

weakness of the current model of the unsupervised tokenizer.

In addition, the result given by the unsupervised tok-

enizer is not consistent. Therefore, it causes a large number

of out-of-vocabulary words if the phrase table is used without

reforming the original tokens.

7. Conclusion

Two methods for improving baseline translation were ap-

plied. One is deleting English articles that never appear in

Vietnamese and inserting them afterward. The other is to

retokenize Vietnamese so that each Vietnamese word cor-

responds to an English word by applying both supervised

and unsupervised tokenizers. Although these methods were

not helpful at the moment, our analysis shows that the ap-

proaches themselves are promising.
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